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ABSTRACT
The boundaries between styles of moving image are blurrier than ever, thanks to advertising, gifs, virtual reality, and the movie industry. When using the term ‘moving image’, I refer to all styles, both analogue film and digital. I have chosen to study both for their historical significance, and to consider their benefits and drawbacks.
Our lives are defined by the moving image greater than ever before. Pixels surround us on bus shelters, in tube stations and on your phone. Through moving image, global companies attempt to influence us - to justify, sell and convince us of what we should and
shouldn’t value. Compared to text, moving images reach ‘depths [that] are both profound
and elusive to language […] words represent an artificially imposed intellectual system
removed from primal feeling; images plunge us into the depth of experience itself’ (Barry,
1997). In this dissertation, I investigate the power of the moving image, and how it could
be applied to environmental activism. Although many countries and companies are declaring a ‘climate emergency’, the urgent, international issue of climate change is still met
with huge resistance. Leaders of entire continents ignore its extremity, such as Scott Morrison, PM of Australia, and Donald Trump, president of the USA. Both have rejected their
nation’s pledge to the Paris Agreement, with Morrison leaving to focus on ‘other things of
national importance’ (Murphy, 2019), and Trump leaving as early as 2017 (Holden, 2019).
Boris Johnson, PM of the UK did not prevent the UK’s global team of climate scientists
being cut from 165 to 65 (over 60%) whilst he was foreign secretary, and although the
Conservative’s manifesto has mentioned climate action since 2008, the diﬀerence
between promises at public appearances and action is acute (Weaver, 2019). Huge campaigns, such as School Strike 4 Climate through Extinction Rebellion (Extinction Rebellion, 2019) are by-passing governments to reach the public directly, as they no longer
trust politicians and journalists to spread the urgent message on their behalf. Video
streaming sites such as Youtube and Vimeo have been incredibly influential in organising
vast numbers for the international strikes - but how is the moving image so powerful?
In this dissertation I will examine how the moving image aﬀects the public emotionally,
challenging their beliefs and behaviours. This topic is incredibly relevant - if the moving
image can motivate its viewers, actions can be taken to restore endangered eco-systems,
ecologies and habitats - in short, it could save thousands, if not millions of human and
non-human lives.
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PREFACE
“The miraculous cinema! […] brings the ends of the earth and the spheres of the souls
nearer […] it copes with everything, conquers everything, conveys everything.”
- Leonid Andreyev (Reeves, 1999)
Is it possible to be compelled into positive, change making action by something other
than fear?
The first chapter will look backward to the world of analogue film - I will analyse Nazi and
British war propaganda, as well as late 20th century advertising, from global giants Nike
and Coca Cola. I will compare the similarities and diﬀerences, as well as note the variety
of video-making techniques, from a cinematography perspective (focusing on composition, colour and content), as well as from a technical perspective, (focusing on uses of
audio, editing techniques and camera movement). I will investigate the aﬀect of these on
the audience, influenced by a range of sources from 1980s to present, such as The Power
of Propaganda: Myth or Reality (Reeves, 1999); Seducing the Subconscious: The Psychology of Emotional Influence in Advertising (Heath, 2012); and more. Through this investigation, I hope to discover how frames spliced together have persuaded millions to
change their perspectives of reality.
In chapter 2, I will look at the present, at digital moving image from the last decade. Instead of selling us something we don’t have, these moving images celebrate what we
already do have - nature. They demonstrate the inter-dependency between people and
land, and how protecting the environment is protecting ourselves. Koneline: Our Land
Beautiful (Wild, 2016) describes the people and wilderness of Northwestern British
Columbia. Love Thy Nature (Rokab, 2016) discusses the west’s current relationship with
the land. I will analyse the cinematography as well as the technical elements utilised by
these filmmakers. I will discover if there are any crossovers in techniques with those discussed in chapter 1, such as narration (using a Voice of God (narrator not seen on screen)
audio style so we don’t question what’s being said) and lingering images (to cement the
image in our minds). I will also look at a range of contemporary fine art sources, such as
Visual Intelligence: Perception, Image and Manipulation (Barry, 1997).
My third chapter will look forward, exploring the diﬀerent options and possibilities moving
image could reach and stretch to by discussing the key diﬀerences and similarities of all
the works I have focused on. Could moving image be the key to re-opening our dialogue
with nature? Can this be done in time, without using short term strategies of anxiety inducing facts and quick imagery, instead using connection to and love for our world? I will
discuss the importance of removing this fear and urgency based motivation from our media, citing ecological texts such as Nature documentaries and Saving Nature: Reflections
on the new Netflix series Our Planet (Jones, 2019) and Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet
(Tsing, 2017).
To move from fear, we need to shift towards creating media presenting multiple perspectives. When referring to ‘multi-perspectives’, I allude to our ability to investigate our reality
with more than one point of view simultaneously. Multi-Perspectives allows us to have a
more objective, greater level of awareness and understanding simply because our perspective is larger, so therefore deeper. A larger perspective gives the public choice, and
freedom. The moving image does not have to be confined to a one way medium - the

possibilities are endless, of a two way medium; an ongoing dialogue; changing and
tweaking and listening and learning. This allows viewers to be active rather than passive consciously thinking about what’s on screen. We are only just beginning to understand
the true potential of new media for good, for broadening people’s perspectives rather
than shifting them.
At the time of writing, there is a plethora of text on environmentalism and its potential,
and already established, relationship with art, but limited resources in its relation to the
moving image. I believe this is due to a barrier we have placed between technology and
the environment, between man-made and nature. I don’t believe that these concepts, in
fact any concepts, can be truly kept separate - every concept is born out of the contemporary context it finds itself in.
With the moving image, we have infinite possibilities. Filmmakers can convey opinions,
emotions, perspectives and realities, both real and fiction. We can encourage the audience to be curious, playful and fascinated by the world we live in - we can create meaning, emphasis points and guide how the viewer looks at the content, even if that content
is about how we can guide the viewer. In short, with the right techniques, filmmakers can
change the world. But can we save it?
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CHAPTER 1: TECHNIQUES OF PERSUASION; A BRIEF HISTORY.
“Movies are lies that tell the truth.”
- Bernardo Bertolucci (Reeves, 1999)
By persuasion, I am referring to when the viewer is both aware (active) and unaware (passive) of manipulation.
The moving image and manipulation have gone hand in hand since the arrival of the medium. The first motion picture Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (Lumiére et al., 1896), supposedly caused audiences to flee. Francis Doublier, an early film operator, had to ‘convince spectators that [the trains could not] come out from the screen’ (Bottomore, 1999)
when played initially in Amsterdam, in 1896. A century on, are we less susceptible? In this
chapter, I will compare filmmaking techniques and audience’s reactions from both the beginning and end of the 20th century.

Figure 1

The Battle of Somme (Jury, 1916) was British propaganda, a ‘deliberate campaign to induce action through influencing attitudes’ (Reeves, 1999) [fig.1].
Using a fixed lens, tripod and 35mm black and white film, Jury had few technical creative
choices. The equipment produced only long, extreme long or medium shots and either
static or slow pans. Early 35mm film images lacked clarity - subtle facial expressions
could not be captured, potentially altering an audience’s response. However, Jury made
creative choices with the content, composition, and framing. When personally viewing the
film, the overarching message was of a powerful, competent, kind and brave army.
Initially, I will discuss the theme of power, linked to unity and competency. Reoccurring
static shots convey a stream of soldiers marching past the frame in unison, creating a
synchronised singular unit [fig. 1]. Long in duration, these shots emphasise the size of the
army.
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Figure 2

In the left image [fig. 2], Jury uses the horizon vanishing point to create a seemingly endless row. Both centre and right images cut soldiers out of the frame, implying the rows
extend beyond. In both the left and centre images, all soldiers stand similarly, emphasising the singular unit concept, whilst also inferring organisation and discipline. We assume that the lone figures are authority by their isolated position, and in the centre image,
elevation on horseback.

Figure 3

Reoccurring shots of teamwork [fig. 3] demonstrate each soldier fulfilling a specific, repetitive task in sync with his neighbour. Again, this infers the singular unit concept - each
soldier is a cog in a well oiled machine. On the right, soldiers are shown dragging a cannon, demonstrating teamwork and brute strength.

Figure 4

Huge machinery, with men for scale, demonstrates power [fig.4]. Countless ammunition
spilling out of frame (implying a greater amount) shows preparation and good resources.
‘Stocks’ of horses, carts and endless soldiers reinforce this idea. These modern weapons
(for 1916) show the army as on the forefront of technology.
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Figure 5

The centre shot shows earth swelling before an explosion [fig. 5]. A spectacle of this nature would not have been seen before by an audience in 1916, so would have a grand
impact. Title cards throughout the film act as narrator, explaining and contextualising the
footage. Exact names, weights (‘firing shells weighing 1,400 pounds each’) and measurements suggest specialist knowledge.

Figure 6

Next, I will discuss the theme of humanity, linked to kindness and courage. Both the
centre and the left medium shots [fig. 6] allow the viewer to discern individual faces. Both
shots convey a soldier embracing an animal; an unusual inclusion if the only theme was
power. However, the second half of the film continues to humanise the soldiers. Caring for
animals suggests morality. The left image shows a dead dog, shown respect by a flag.

Figure 7

In the right image, ‘tommies oﬀer cigarettes to German prisoners’ according to title cards.
In the left image, a soldier aids another to drink, and in the centre image, a doctor cleans
wounds. These shots humanise the soldiers, showcasing their compassion. Instead of
hiding the casualties of war, the film uses them to showcase outstanding morale.
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Figure 8

Ordinary activities [fig. 8], such as cooking and eating in the left image, humanise the soldiers. Soldiers constructing tents [right fig. 8], echoes scout holidays. The reverend [centre fig. 8], centred and contrasted in his white cloak becomes an icon, representing religion and morality. The soldiers earlier [fig.7] appear diﬀerently, as good Samaritans. Religion adds a moral aspect to the soldiers plight.

Figure 9

The centre and right images [fig. 9] show men entering the firing line and disappearing.
This would upset a war time audience, now that the soldiers have been presented as
good, moral Christians. This is further implied by a radical choice of filming the deceased
[fig. 10], as shocking today as in 1916.

Figure 10

Long montages show crumpled bodies [fig. 10]. Close ups individualise them, inferring
personalities and stories, ended permanently. The use of observational footage is moving;
using actors would be less impactful.
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Figure 11

The use of xenophobia throughout implies that the deaths as necessary, as it shifts the
blame from the British to the Germans. In the left image [fig. 11], a long durational pan
shows a destroyed town, blamed on the Germans. The right image shows a missile
scrawled with a sarcastic ‘with compliments’. Dark humour may cause feelings of solidarity and give meaning to the solder’s plight. The middle image’s ‘no rest’ has connotations
of the phrase ‘no rest for the wicked’, highlighting the Germans as evil.

Figure 12

Footage of wounded soldiers [fig. 12] placed towards the end simultaneously demonstrates the soldier’s bravery, as well as suggests that more soldiers are needed (together
with the shots of the deceased). It also gives a balanced feel to the documentary, increasing its authenticity.

Figure 13

To influence enlisting, the final shots shows soldiers smiling and waving. This is our final
impression - in the end, it’s worth the fight. [fig. 13].
Power and strength is further implied through dramatic adjectives, such as ‘smashing’
and ‘explosive’. The army’s energy is implied in lines such as ‘the British troops leaped
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over the trench parapets and advanced’. Competency and compassion is implied in the
line ‘showing how quickly the wounded are attended to’. Solidarity with the soldiers is
built up by the use of real town names.
There are no diegetic sounds; only piano music. During the final shots, this is upbeat,
contrasted with slower and more dramatic during emotive scenes such as of the deceased.
Power, strength, compassion and competency were all important to convey at the time. If
the audience believed in and respected the army’s power, they would feel confident in
Britain’s victory, so would increase eﬀort on the home front. Demonstrating the soldiers as
morale makes it easier to emphasise, as well as to aspire to become, encouraging enlisting.
When reading the audience’s original responses to the film, it is important to recall the
historical and political context. The war was a time of reuniting - predating the war, the
country was split - women and Irish nationalists fighting for their rights, a radicalised
working class, and a division between the conservatives, labour and house of lords on a
number of topics. The Battle of Somme was shown when Britain was winning and rations
had not been introduced, when ‘the majority of the civilian population believed in the
morality of Britain’s cause’ (Reeves, 1999). In these conditions, the film’s popularity is not
surprising. James Cooper, a journalist, declared that ‘the tears in many people’s eyes and
the silence which prevailed […] showed that every heart was full of love and sympathy for
our soldiers’. Many other critics of the time wrote of ‘a highly charged atmosphere’ and ‘a
sense of admiration for their bravery’. A family member of a deceased soldier wrote:
‘‘I have lost a son in battle, and I have seen the Sommes films twice. I am going to see
them again. I want to know what was the life […] our dear ones endured, and to be with
them again in their great adventure.’
Using authentic footage allowed this man to enter the battlefield in his mind’s eye and be
with his child, rather than encourage him to increase his war eﬀort. Many critics agreed:
‘the domestic reception of the oﬃcial films demonstrates […] the inability of film propaganda to alter attitudes towards the war’ (Reeves, 1999). Propaganda develops belief into
faith, but does not create belief. Although this shows that propaganda may not be as persuasive as initially thought, it does highlight the power of authenticity. The British Ambassador in Bucharest was right to say ‘above all else the footage must be authentic […] a
real British war film, distinct from war dramas’.
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Figure 14

Next, I will look at the reception of Jud Süß [Süss the Jew] (Harlen, 1940), a Nazi propaganda film. Unfortunately, I cannot analyse this film directly as it is banned for public
viewing, so will analyse texts from the time.
Jud Süß presented jews as greedy and immoral - Süß ruined a town by increasing tax for
his own wealth and raped a German woman. Süß is alienated in the film’s promotion [fig.
14]. His skin is green, with connotations of evil, sickness and greed, and has yellow eyes,
with connotations of snakes, reptiles and demons not to be trusted. These connotations
are exactly how Harlen wished Süß to be received and understood; a cunning, evil Jew to
represent all Jews. His expression - looking up through a furrowed brow - is calculating
and sinister.
In 1940, the Security Service (SS) in Germany disclosed that many people had a ‘childlike
trust [with which] the most ordinary people in particular look up to the Fuhrer’ (Reeves,
1999). This meant the public were already predisposed to accept Nazi propaganda - at
release, the war had just begun so Germans did not feel disenchanted. In this context, it
is unsurprising that the Strasbourg (occupied by Nazi Germany during WWII) Security Police proclaimed that ‘Jud Süß is the best film in a long time’.
The Battle of Somme and Jud Süß demonstrate two distinct approaches to persuasion.
The former is real observational footage; set in the time of it’s release; with no narrative
structure; no main protagonist and no sound. This gives an authentic feel of the battlefield, something which would be inaccessible to the public. Jud Süß, on the other hand is
a staged, costumed drama; set in the 18th century; with a linear narrative, a main protagonist (The Duke Karl Alexander of Württemburg) and antagonist (The Court Jew, Joseph
Süß Oppenheimer) and spoken diegetic sound. This approach allows complete jurisdiction of the message portrayed, as every element, from dialogue to lighting can be conPage 9

trolled. Both are influential in their own ways; though our predisposition to truth may make
the former more persuasive.
In a similar vein to The Battle of Sommes critics, Aldous Huxley, a philosopher, explained
‘political and religious propaganda is eﬀective […] only upon those who are already partly
or entirely convinced of its truth’ (Reeves, 1999). This is consistent with the SS’s report,
saying ‘Jew Suss fail[ed] to indoctrinate its audience with an extreme anti-Semitism […]
the report makes it abundantly clear that the ‘converted’ did respond enthusiastically to
the film’. However, ‘anyone sympathetic to the jewish characters in the film would not
have expressed [this] publicly in a German cinema in 1940’ which may have skewed the
reception.
Next, I will discuss adverts from the 1970s-2000s, to give an overview of both the start
and end of commercial 35mm. Modern advertising and early propaganda have two diﬀerent approaches for the same ends; of persuading the audience to believe in a concept.
‘Advertisement functions as a metaphor’ (Barry, 1997); the situation that plays out stands
in for a more generic message of ‘our product will provide your desires’. I have chosen
adverts to show a variety of durations; short films can be just as impactful. This time period is unique as it marked the beginning of widespread television advertising - by March
1978, 20 million homes had a television in the UK (BARB, 2020). I will analyse two adverts
from Nike, which ‘received acclaim twice as Advertiser of the Year - in 1994 and 2003 - at
France’s Cannes Lions Festival’ (Lamb, 2004); and two from Coca Cola, voted #6 on Forbe’s Most Valuable Brands 2019 (Badenhausen, 2019). By focusing on content, themes,
editing and camerawork, I will discover how ‘television is the most powerful of all advertising media’ (D.E Visuals, 2013).

Figure 15

In 1988, Nike released the first advert to feature ‘one of the best tag-lines of the 20th century’ (Sharkey, 2015) ‘Just do it’. The 30 second ad shows Walter running over the Golden
Gate bridge. Text describes him as 80 years old. He informs us of his daily 17 miles run,
before a lighthearted joke about cold weather.
We assume that Walter wears these trainers daily - implying comfort and durability. Walter
shows that Nike, and sport, is for everyone. This may influence viewers to begin running,
expanding the market reach to non-runners. Shooting in the golden hour of sunrise, Walter has a healthy glow, shown in close ups [centre fig. 15]. Indirectly, this sells health, and
suggests that Nike is an accessible path to good health. Nike learnt from history that it is
‘easy to reinforce existing attitudes’ (Reeves 1999) - health is a universal goal to reinforce.
The advert also includes close ups of the Golden Gate bridge, implying that running takes
you into your city and through beautiful surroundings, again utilising two human desires community and beauty. The music is upbeat, tying in with the image of Walter as a happy
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runner. Walter’s joke adds to this upbeat atmosphere. The strategic use of text at the end
of the advert, shown on the right image [fig. 15], creates urgency and proactivity - is it
telling us to run, or simply just buy the shoes?

Figure 16

10 years later, Nike released Airport 98. This innovative advert showed people playing
football throughout an airport. Pierre-Laurent Baudey, Nike’s then advertising director, believes the advert’s success was ‘because it was the first occasion of a brand making such
a splash around a soccer tournament’ (FourFourTwo, 2018). This advert made itself relevant by casting the most successful team in FIFA World Cup’s history - Brazil had won four
times by 1998 (FIFA, 2019).
At 1 minute 30, this advert shows impressive football stunts, a mix of talented footwork
and clever editing. The football travels through luggage scanners, trolleys and under
aeroplane wings, centre and right image respectively [fig. 16]. The surrealism of the tricks
creates humour, so viewers who do not recognise the players warm to them. All players
wear Nike branded products - the logo is consistently present. We begin to associate
good footballers having fun with the Nike swoosh. When the game begins, expressions of
boredom [left fig. 16] turn to smiles and upbeat music plays. The editing is fast paced,
keeping the energy high. Nike is aware that by 1998 most viewers will have experienced
waiting for flights, so we can empathise with the players - they become endearing opposed to troublesome. We associate their talent, mischievousness and good-hearted nature with Nike. When the viewer sees Nike branded products, the warm feeling will return,
which may convince them to purchase, as ‘the influence of our emotions is so powerful
that we cannot make a decision unless our emotions concur with it’ (Heath, 2012).

Figure 17

In 1971, Coca Cola released an advert showing a chorus singing ‘I’d like to buy the world
a Coke’ on an Italian hilltop. A great success, it ‘was ranked by ITV as one of the top 10
ads of all time’ (Ryan, 2020). Visually, the actors appear happy and healthy whilst holding
the drink, implying that Coke isn’t harmful. However, research suggests that Coca Cola
aﬀects health, potentially causing Fatty Liver Disease (Abid et al., 2009) and tooth decay
(Seow and Thong, 2008). The strategic close ups of faces not only showcases health, but
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also ‘research [has] found that a large face can more than double reader recall
scores’ (D.E Visuals, 2010). Again, shooting in the golden hour creates a summer haze
which may evoke viewers own summer memories, creating a warm response to the advert, and to Coke’s image. The variety of ethnicities, though unremarkable now, wasn’t
the norm in the early 70s, especially in rural Italy. This implies that coke is for everyone.
The song itself, though simple, associates coke with ‘home’ and ‘love’, as the repeated
framework replaces these words for Coke.

Figure 18

A further example of manipulation of public perception to convince viewers of a concept
is shown here. In 1995, Coke released a Christmas advert, with twinkling music and lights
that evoke the magic of the season. The editing shows buildings and bridges lighting up,
[centre fig. 18], as the Coca Cola trucks travel through winter wilderness into towns. This
implies that the trucks are the magic of Christmas, decorated in festive red with Santa
Claus [left fig. 18]. Thrilled spectators [right fig. 18] imply the trucks are a spectacle. The
special eﬀects would have dazzled children, broadening the market and developing brand
loyalty by repeated exposure over a lifetime, influencing the youth to choose Coke repetitiously. The enchantment of this advert, along with the viewer’s own memories of festivities, create an emotional link to Coca Cola. This is crucial, as ‘emotionally competent associations, exposed repeatedly, condition us to feel the brand being advertised has these
same emotional values’ (Heath, 2012). The music, both festive and warm with soft vocals
and ringing bells, repeatedly mentions the brand name along side regular festive motifs
such as ‘holidays are coming’, helping to associate Coke with the viewer’s Christmas
memories.
Any moving image ‘cannot just communicate facts […] every [shot] has both communication and meta-communication’ (Heath, 2012). Meta-communication is the manner something is disclosed opposed to it’s literal meaning. This informs our relationships to brands
- in 2007, a Cadburies ad showing a drumming gorilla, with no rational message, increased peoples favourability of Cadburies ‘by 20%’ (Heath, 2012).
Both the ads and propaganda films rely on creating an emotional response - little factual
information is given. Our emotions largely influence decision making. This is because our
Explicit Memory, a term from psychology, describing one of the two forms of long term
memory, ‘the one we use to [consciously] recall [is] quite limited’. (Heath, 2012). However,
Implicit Memory, the other form of long term memory, ‘is inexhaustible [and] durable. Implicit Memory stores […] everything we perceive, [and] connects perceptions with semantic memory, where we store meaning’. Implicit Memory, working in our subconscious,
connects what we perceive with meaning without us being consciously aware. Emotion
and meaning are stored subconsciously, as it is easier to encode in Semantic Memory
compared to Episodic Memory (conscious memories), due to evolution. ‘Emotional proPage 12

cessing is a function of an instinctive part of our brain that long predates conscious thinking, and therefore has to operate automatically and subconsciously’. This means that although we’re not consciously aware of why, when presented with choice, we are drawn to
Nike as our Implicit Memory has connected the logo to the enjoyment we felt when
watching the Brazilian footballers. This is because by the late 1970s, TV advertisements
had become so common place that viewers tended to ignore them, as they 'don’t expect
to learn anything particularly new and interesting from it’. ‘The more we attend to ads, the
better we are able to ‘counter-argue’ their messages’ - if the viewer is not attentive, they
lose the opportunity to reject the good feelings generated by the advert.
In summary, over the 6 films, I have established that emotion is crucial in influencing an
audience, and that it is easier to connect a new concept to a pre-exisiting concept the
viewer has an appropriate emotional response to (adverts) rather than create an emotional
response directly (propaganda). Making the film relevant, visually stunning and eﬀective
use of audio also appears to increase influence.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATIONSHIP TO LAND; PRESENT DAY
“[Art] can oﬀer visual jolts and subtle nudges to conventional knowledge.”
-Lucy Lippard (2007)
By 2010, commercial and independent filmmakers had began shooting digitally. This allowed minute changes to be perceived, and greater editing precision. Advances in digital
equipment allowed independent filmmakers to tell their own story, in professional quality.
Suddenly, anyone could make movies - allowing alternate viewpoints to enter the mainstream. This gave rise to a variety of new content - including films depicting the ancient
relationship between us and the land. Two films that follow this ecological theme are
Koneline (Wild, 2016) and Love Thy Nature (Rokab, 2016). I will discover if their filmic
styles reflects their alternative motivations (focusing on nature as a whole rather than human desires). I will also discuss the flexibility of new media and how this can be used to
express this ecological relationship, between us and the land, referring to texts from the
last 2 decades.

Figure 19

Nettie Wild’s Koneline: Our Land Beautiful (Wild, 2016) [fig.19] ‘transports us to the
wilderness, not as backdrop but as a vivid elemental force’ (Kanopy, 2016). Utilising a variety of techniques, the Best Canadian Feature Documentary Award winner (Hot Docs,
2016) expresses both beauty and our relationship with nature.

Figure 20

Throughout the ‘wise, humanistic documentary’ (Glassman, 2016), Wild demonstrates
natural beauty through ultra long shots (containing as much of the landscape as possible
within the frame by shooting from a distance with a wide angle lens), slowly panning or
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static, for unconventionally long durations [fig. 20]. As well as establishing, these shots
link speakers, implying the landscape is the main protagonist. These shots represent the
landscapes as a whole, rather than separate unlinked elements. Wild uses a variety of
photogenic rules, including complimentary and contrasting colours and rule of thirds
(composing shots to keep in line with an invisible grid of 9 identical rectangles), to convey
beauty. Initially, a voiceover explains that in Tahitian (the native collection of languages in
British Columbia) ‘there is no word for wild’, implying there is no opposite. A critic describes this as ‘how can you have an up if you don’t have a down?’ (Knight, 2016), showing that for the Tahitian people, nature can only be seen as a living force, to be feared and
respected, never domesticated.

Figure 21

Man-made structures are shot in the same style as natural landscapes. The camera is
used curiously, observing without bias [fig. 21]. This identical treatment allows the viewer
to remain open to the speakers, avoiding judgment - ‘both perspectives [of people conserving and people exploiting the landscape] are honoured by interviews and passages
depicting their work’ (Glassman, 2016).

Figure 22

Throughout the film, ultra-wide shots are used not only to express beauty, but also to
shrink the speakers. This reinforces nature as the protagonist [fig.22], and demonstrates
the interconnectedness of people and nature. People are shown in relation to the land,
either crossing or utilising it. Long shots occur more frequently than close ups, which are
traditionally used to establish narrators. We are not introduced to most speakers by
name, only by their relationships to the land.
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Figure 23

Wild uses shallow depth of field to direct viewers to tools both Tahitians (left) and Whites
(right) use daily. [fig. 23] Reoccurring identical shot compositions link speakers together,
inviting us to consider people’s similarities. The static shots treat both speakers identically, therefore equally - this documentary is ‘subtle, beautiful and remarkably evenhanded’ (Taylor, 2016).

Figure 24

Wild uses abstraction, showing beauty instead of using traditional interviews [fig. 24]. This
creates a poetic rather than polemic feel; portraying beauty is as much a concern as storytelling. The duration of shots is also unconventional; the film has a slow pace, with
some shots slowed down editorially.

Figure 25

Throughout the film, the objectivity stretches to the abject. Wild films dead fish and blood
pooling with curiosity and openness, simply documenting. She contrasts the red foaming
blood with green grass [right, fig. 25]. This creates visual splendour, using complimentary
colours, for a subject that would conventionally appear gruesome. Throughout the film,
shots are chosen for beauty, colour and composition over demonstrating a story. These
shots in particular highlight Wild's neutral approach to filmmaking.
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Figure 26

In these shots [fig. 26], a cat and human are given equal weighting through identical composition. This furthers the theme of objectivity; all elements of nature, both speakers,
landscapes and animals are portrayed equally.

Figure 27

Tahitians work (left) [fig. 27] explaining ‘what they [Tahitian elders] were fighting for… I’m
drilling on’. In the right shot we see the Tahitians from the perspective of the oil drill management. This idea of alternative perspectives existing simultaneously is developed early
- ‘there were 500 languages spoken on this continent. 500 ways of looking at the universe’ (Koneline, 2016).

Figure 28

A canister containing fish (left) [fig. 28], soars through the air for over 15 seconds, an unconventionally long duration. It is accompanied by echoes of native singing, tying modern
and ancient motivations together - transporting fish has become more eﬃcient using helicopters. By highlighting this shot, Wild invites us to appreciate that not all progress is inherently damaging. The slow duration creates surreality, bringing attention to the filmic
process. This reflexive style allows the viewer to become self-aware of its role as an audience, giving space for their own conclusions to form. The right shot is repeated, breaking
chronological continuity. This break allows us to concentrate on the image. A quaint natural scene is painted on the side of a container belonging to the very industry that has
caused its ruin. Wild’s editing remains impartial. She places echoing, repeating audio of
children translating Tahitian animal names into English along side this shot; reinforcing the
relationship between the modern and the old.
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Figure 29

Via a screen, Tahitian pronouns are translated [fig. 29]. Shown towards the end, the audience is left considering that in Tahitian, land has a pronoun because it ‘has a personality’.
Kh-one also links to awareness, suggesting a deeper spiritual connection between us and
nature. These words are spoken over very poignant, beautiful footage of man made structures [fig. 30]; implying that man and nature can exist as one. The film ends declaring the
non-judgemental stance for the final time, with text reading ‘this film is dedicated to [all]
the people of the north west who dream and move across a changing land’.

Figure 30

The music is diegetic, occasionally manipulated to transition between shots. Occasionally, music appears non-diegetic; however close ups of performers follow. Interestingly,
these are some of the only human close ups [fig. 31]. The use of diegetic sounds creates
authenticity.

Figure 31

Love Thy Nature (Rokab, 2016) is a visual spectacle. Its reliance on iconography and cinematic conventions makes it a great comparison to the subtlety of Koneline.
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Figure 32

High pressure is emphasised by increasing playback speed [left fig. 32]; peace by slowing
it down [right fig. 32]. Sped up images increase the heart rate (Park M.W et al, 2015),
causing stress, creating negative connotations.

Figure 33

Long durations suggest calmness [fig. 33]. Similar to Koneline, nature’s grandeur is emphasised through ultra long shots that dwarf humans. Beautiful scenery evokes a sense
of wonder and support the narrative that ‘everything is interdependent and interconnected’. This is an important way of looking, as ‘the tradition […] of isolating the mechanisms
and then adding them together misses the overall gestalt that is the essential identity of
the phenomenon’ (Barry, 1997). In other words, we cannot understand nature by dissecting it, as ‘what is locally unpredictable maybe globally stable’.

Figure 34

Medium close shots give animals personality; engaging playfully with the camera implies
curiosity, and emotion [fig. 34].
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Figure 35

Sapien, the film’s narrator, speaks in a Voice of God style (never appears on screen), on
behalf of humankind - however, one voice cannot represent all viewpoints. ‘We’ is repeated often, suggesting conformity. Critics agree; one asks ‘who is this we?’ (Genzlinger,
2016). Guest speakers are presented in front of aesthetic scenes [fig. 35]. Ironically, they
are in studios, cut oﬀ from the nature they romanticise. Credibility is adhered through
titles and research areas, suggesting only academic viewpoints are valid.

Figure 36

‘City’ scenes show people stuck [right fig. 36] or moving in confined ways, like a queue
[left fig. 36]. Lines such as ‘my lifestyle taking me mostly indoors’ echo this; ‘taking’ suggests the narrator, therefore every ‘Sapien’, lacks control. Actors express discontentment
through body language; blue overlays create a cold, disconnected feel.

Figure 37

In contrast, people in nature move in sync (suggesting synchronicity with nature) [left fig.
37] or smiling [right fig. 37]. Maternal/paternal relationships reoccur, representing joy and
freedom in an acceptable American way. Yellow overlays create a soft, mellow atmosphere.
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Figure 38

People engage with nature in a stylised manner, like caressing flowers that match the actor’s lipstick [left fig. 38]. The viewer either acknowledges and accepts a fake, idealised
interaction with nature as normal, or for the cinematically educated, feels a sense of uneasiness. The right scene, repeated often, is strangely naive; the young girl appears
alone, wearing an incongruent costume for woodlands. These scenes suggest innocence,
through the casting of a young girl - the white sparkling party dress heightens this, with
white’s association with innocence running as long as the bridal tradition in Western culture.

Figure 39

On the left [fig. 39] an extreme close up invades the audience’s personal space. Hiding
the eyes creates distance; we are at once close and removed. On the right, isolation is
created by the single chair and blue overlay. Unlike earlier [fig. 38], this girl is boxed in, by
three sides of a small room. This suggests the metaphor that technology traps us, an old
notion used to critique the present. This idea is reductionist, ignoring technology that has
encouraged adventure, such as GPS trail maps.

Figure 40
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Again, yellow overlays convey happiness [fig. 40]. Only beautiful shots appear throughout;
animals dying or decaying is not present. Similarly, only attractive people are casted. A
critic agrees, suggesting ‘there is frequent footage of hunky fathers and their adorable
children […] [left, fig. 40], suggesting that unattractive people aren't natural’ (Sheck,
2016). This repeats the problematic idolised view of nature, suggesting we should only
accept what supports western values, not the whole. Images carry important meaning, as
they impact us ‘on a level below our conscious awareness’ (Barry, 1997).

Figure 41

This is repeated through the casting of ‘scientist’ and ‘nurse’ in the left and right images
respectively [fig. 41]. Both are young, beautiful and white - the ideal American women.
Colour is used to imply credibility. Blue evokes professionalism, and green evokes health.
‘Colour […] translates immediately into an emotional quality, which derives partly from
personal associations; partly from experience in nature’ - we learn colour associations
from a young age, and they aﬀect us deeply (Barry, 1997).

Figure 42

Simplistic animation explains timelines, suggesting that if the earth was a year old, humans would have existed for 23 minutes. This could begin a conversation into post-anthropocentric viewpoints, but falls short, by keeping ‘Sapiens’ as the protagonist. However, it does attempt to move humans from above to equal with nature. Overlapping footage
is used regularly to represent relationships. Shown in both images [fig. 42], nature (a manta ray and leaves respectively) is layered over a human face. This visually conveys equality between animals, plants and humans.
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Figure 43

Images of caged animals [right, fig. 43] are set to sad piano music, with freedom [left, fig.
43] set to upbeat scores. However, humans and wild cats don’t interact harmoniously
without tranquillisers and domestication such as cages - again, the film portrays an unrealistic ideal. ‘Our linear logic fails us in the presence of overpoweringly beautiful […] images’ (Barry, 1997) - when we witness these staged images of animals, we may not think
rationally as we are overcome by the beauty.

Figure 44

The angle [left fig. 44] suggests looking upwards, hemmed in by identical skyscrapers.
This isolation is heightened by the blue tones, which is important as ‘the emotional ‘colouring’ of a situation […] can create emotional bias before conscious judgement is
formed’ (Barry, 1997), implying that we judge the city as isolating before we can consciously decide. Honking and revving sounds occur throughout these scenes, which connote stress. The film again uses previously learnt ‘icons’ to create emotion. In A Primer In
Visual Literacy this trend toward iconography rather than direct communication is
summed up by ‘our language dominated culture has moved perceptively towards the
iconic’ (Dondis, 1974). This stop sign [right fig. 44] doesn’t just mean pedestrians
shouldn’t cross; it is implies city life should cease, when coupled with the line ‘life in the
big city is taking its toll on me’.
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Figure 45

People are described as ‘being one with nature’ when performing outdoor activities.
Again, the film romanticises our connection to nature in an unrealistic way. Both outdoor
climbing (McMillan et al., 2002) and SCUBA diving (Medio et al., 1997) have assisted in
destroying natural habitats. Both sports require expensive gear and lessons, suggesting
oneness with nature is only for an elite minority.

Figure 46

Quotes from popular spiritualists bind the film, reoccurring throughout to give credibility
to the claims made. [fig.46]. The film ends using Hollywood conventions. Borrowing from
The Western iconography, a character watches the sunset [left fig. 46], similar to a cowboy galloping into it. The lack of originality weakens what may have been an intriguing
film, with forward thinking lines introducing biomimicry, such as ‘use [nature’s] knowledge
and open up our thinking’. Biomimicry suggests imitating nature’s successes - triumphs
include self cooling buildings influenced by termite mounds.

Figure 47

Finally, the viewer is bombarded by images of eco-friendly activities. Set to uplifting orchestral music, the film concludes ‘there are people in touch with nature. There are conscious people being motivated by love […] oﬀering solutions’. We never discover who
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‘people’ refers too; ‘in touch with nature’ is not defined beyond scuba diving on aesthetic
reefs. However, it allows the film to end positively, motivating viewers into eco-friendly
habits.
A ‘heavy handed […] treacle […] musical score’ (Sheck, 2016) attempts to influence our
emotions - slow, quiet orchestral music over pollution, fast paced over sped up imagery,
and delicate sounds over animals. This unsophisticated over-reliance makes the audience
aware of the music, detracting from it’s emotional eﬀect.
Overall, this film ‘means well’ (Sheck, 2016). Positive messages, such as moving from an
anthropocentric viewpoint of ‘earth is here for us to use’, to seeing ourselves as ‘participants in the natural world’ are present. However, ‘hard realities […] are nowhere to be
found’ (Genzlinger, 2016) - this film glosses over huge human predicaments, such as warring beliefs, lack of responsibilities taken and conglomerate greed, preferring to blame
uncontroversial issues such as technology, and the 9-5 lifestyle. This film had the opportunity to use its speakers and imagery to share innovative ideas of connecting to the land,
but falls short in taking ‘the diﬃcult journey from theory to practice’.
Artists have pushed the boundaries of moving image to demonstrate our connection to
the land. The most eﬀective environmental documentaries take advantage of new media;
‘the final episode of the 2017 documentary Blue Planet II has been widely credited with
influencing UK policy change on marine plastics’ (Schnurr et al., 2018). This didn’t happen
through the documentary alone; at the end of each episode, viewers were urged to visit a
website (www.ourplanet.com), which listed environmentalism techniques.

Figure 48

Melting Ice (Dennis, 2016) is a Virtual Reality installation allowing viewers to explore
Greenland’s dissolving ice sheets. Here, Dennis uses new technologies to fully involve
audiences, demonstrating that ‘climate change is happening right in front of us - it’s real,
no longer an abstraction’ (Sundance Institute, 2016). Unlike traditional one-channel video,
VR propels viewers into active watching - they choose what direction and for long to observe. This shifting of control from director to viewer may encourage the viewer to actively
take control in other areas of life. VR allows the viewer to enter the work digitally; full immersion may increase the impact of the work. Full of highly saturated images, the
dazzling white and bold blues impress us visually, making the devastating consequences
of a warming planet more diﬃcult to witness. Greenland contains a large amount of frozen
methane; once this melts and is released, global temperatures will unprecedentedly soar
(Chappellaz et al., 1998).
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Figure 49

Water Vocal - Endangered III (Ruri.is, 2015) is a multimedia installation combining videos
with interactive audio. The work focuses on ‘four waterfalls Dettifoss, Selfoss, Töfrafoss
and Urriðafoss’, that will be aﬀected by the Icelandic government’s damming plans
(Ruri.is, 2015). This work, using multiple transparent screens, allows the viewer to enter
physically, rather than digitally. Again, the audience controls how it views the piece, from
what angle and what distance. This shifting of control again creates an active audience.
The use of interactive audio also encourages this. Viewers feel like explorers, discovering
sound bites and new angles throughout the installation - if audiences explored all media
consciously, instead of passively accepting it, it is possible that the world may not be as it
is today.

Figure 50

Western Flag (Spindletop, Texas) (Gerrard, 2017) shows a digital recreation of where oil
was first discovered on a major scale. The scene shows a barren, depleted landscape
with a pole with thick black smoke pouring out, in a flag formation. The site appears live;
running in sync with Texan night and day. The flag will burn indefinitely - the animation is
non-durational. A clever metaphor for conquering land and then destroying it, this piece
touches not only on the oil industry and the greed of capitalism, but on colonisation too.
The choice to create a live piece may impact the audience, as knowing right now (hypothetically) smoke is polluting the atmosphere may again push the audience to actively engage. The contrast between the dirty smoke and clean blue skies is startling and eﬀective, both colour and content-wise.
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Figure 51

Jeedara: The Great White Whale (Greenpeace Australia Pacific, 2019) could be considered as an advert, propaganda, activism or art. An elder discusses a Dreaming (aboriginal
folk lore) over an open fire explains how the Bunda Bunda cliﬀs (South Australia) came to
be. This opening, using local stories told by the relevant indigenous parties, is similar to
Koneline; the animation combined with narration is similar to Love Thy Nature. The casting of an indigenous community member increases credibility. The colour scheme and
artistic style of the animation [fig. 51] fits with the Mirning people’s own ancient cave art.
A tendency to look back nostalgically is evident in a variety of activism films; as well as in
propaganda - Jud Sus looks back to a time when Germany was wealthy and anti-semitic.

Figure 52

Shots of children having fun on the beach occur in both this film and in Love Thy Nature both use attractive images to instil a connection to nature. Similar to advertising, the short
film expresses a feeling of connection to land, before showing the motivation - the end of
the film asking for support against drilling The Bight (an Australian heritage coastline [right
fig. 52]). In Koneline, Love Thy Naure and this film, ultra long shots are used to show the
scale of nature. These shots are visually impressive, but potentially problematic, suggesting nature’s main role is to be aesthetic (to serve humans). The use of pristine shots also
imply natural abundance, so conservation appears non-urgent. ‘When image and voice
over conflict, people will believe the image and ignore the voice over’ (Barry, 1997), meaning the audience will believe the pristine pictures over a dystopian voiceover. Showing
beauty versus destruction has always been a complicated issue - the wildlife filmmaker
Stephen Mills explains that as ‘long as we maintain the myth of nature, our programmes
find a wide and appreciative audience…but as viewing figures adamantly prove, once we
make a habit of showing the bad news, our audience slinks away’ (Mills, 1997).
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CHAPTER 3: COULD IT BE DONE?
“Cinema and revolution go hand in hand.”

- Bill Nichols (2002)

In this chapter, I summarise the previous chapters, critique the approaches discussed,
and answer my original question. To fully explore all possibilities, I will discuss contemporary ecological theory, such as Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet (Tsing, 2017) and Being Ecological (Morton, 2018).
In chapter 1, I discussed The Battle of Somme, Jud Suss, and four adverts. The Battle of
Somme begins with scenes demonstrating power and competency. The use of oﬀ screen
space implies the army is numerous. Working in unison, soldiers create a 'cogs in a machine' visual metaphor. Shots of giant machinery are followed by spectacular explosions,
demonstrating force. The next shots display kindness and courage. Oﬃcers hold dogs
and stroke horses; english soldiers oﬀer cigarettes to german prisoners; doctors care for
the wounded. Community is implied through eating around campfires, putting up tents
and attending 'church'. Next, montages show the battlefield, filled with fighting, the
wounded and the deceased. This is followed by shots of destruction, and finally soldiers
smiling and waving. The beginning inspires confidence in England's triumph and respect
for the army. The next section allows the audience to emotionally connect with the soldiers plight. The film ends positively to encourage enlisting. This film’s authenticity is its
strength - filming real people adds depth and profoundness. Most of the techniques discussed are content driven, due to the lack of cinematic technology available. Jud Suss
uses colour and costume to convey messages; a Jew has green skin and yellow eyes,
implying a sinister and evil nature. Both the authentic, front line documentary, and the
staged, 18th century drama propaganda had the same response - those already sympathetic increased sympathies, and those against were not converted.
The adverts discussed use a variety of techniques to sell their products. Happy, healthy
actors are shown in close ups. Lighting is considered; two are shot in the golden hour.
Music reinforces the happy moods; people experience only positive emotions whilst using
their products. No advert gives specific product information; they focus entirely on emotional association with human desires. The focus on emotion over information explains
these advert’s success, as ‘the rational message in advertising seems to have little or no
influence on brand relationships’ (Heath, 2012).
In chapter 2, I discussed Koneline (Wild, 2016) and Love Thy Nature (Rokab, 2016). Both
films use ultra long shots to show scale and interconnectedness. Both films use photographic techniques, such as rule of thirds, mirrored composition, and complementary/
contrasting colours to create striking beauty. Koneline uses abstraction to create a poetic
feel, disarming the audience’s defences about environmental issues. Love Thy Nature
takes an opposite approach, using staged interactions with nature, focusing on aesthetics. Koneline implies similarity between people and nature through identical shot structures. Love Thy Nature implies this equality through filming both animals and humans in a
medium shot, and layering images. Koneline repeatedly uses reflective techniques to
break the cinematic ‘spell’, from long durations to repetitions breaking chronology. This
allows viewers to reflect on the documentary’s ideas. Colour is important to Love Thy Nature - shots of the city / technology have a distinct blue tone, whilst nature shots have a
warmer, yellow tone. Expressions are used in the same way; people appear alone and
frowning in the city / with technology, and laughing in groups in nature. Koneline's final
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scenes show man-made structures in the same shot structure used for mountains, blurring the boundaries. Both films use voice over, using face to face interviews or audio
overlay. Love Thy Nature employs iconography, such as the western motif of a lone figure
silhouetted by the sunset to end the film. A major diﬀerence between the films is their motivation; Wild simply documents British Columbia; Rokab pushes environmentalism. Love
Thy Nature appears clunky through its heavy use of iconography and staged images.
Koneline's authentic and non-judgemental stance appears fresh and engaging.
Moving images do not manipulate our emotions subconsciously - we can protect ourselves from ingesting their messages without critique by remaining active. This is important - ‘the more you attend, the more you’ll be able to counter-argue what you see and
hear’ (Heath, 2012). Becoming active rather than passive allows you to resist. Moving images, to change minds in an ethical way, must allow audiences to be active, giving time
for reflections and understanding. In the words of a German publication on the Gulf War ‘the impatient television gobbles up all time for consideration, all time for checking and
weighing information - the time that democracy urgently requires… democracy can protect itself only by rediscovering slowness’ (Barry, 1997).
The four artworks I discussed use a myriad of techniques to change viewers from passive
to active. ‘Participatory art maybe conducive to localised shifts of awareness, and […] is
empowering’ (Miles, 2014). Melting Ice allows viewers to control how and what they view,
moving through a digital landscape using Virtual Reality. Water vocal II also allows viewers
to control how they view the work, but on the physical plane - with interactive audio and
projected videos. Western Flag takes authenticity even further; the works are simulated to
appear live. Finally, Jeedara: The Great White Whale uses story telling, voice overs and
interview style shots to engage the audience. Emotional connection draws the viewer in,
influencing their reaction to the oil companies plans. This advert, like Jud Suss, employs
nostalgia, referring to a distant time when life was 'better'. All four artists use striking imagery with sharp contrasting colours to engage the audience.
“There are no hidden persuaders. Advertising works openly, in the bare and pitiless sunlight.”
- Ross Reeves, 1961 (Heath, 2012)
To create moving images that motivate others into environmentalism, it is important to
understand why this is necessary, and what needs to change. The facts are undeniable;
‘some scientists argue that the rate of biological extinction is now several hundred times
beyond its historical levels’ (Tsing, 2017). Climate change is real, and we can no longer
position ourselves ‘at a fictional point in time before global warming happened’ (Morton,
2018). ‘There is no part of human life that will not be touched by climate change over the
next millennium’ - nature is not a backdrop. Contemporary theorists suggest that ecological issues are part of ‘political, economic, social and cultural’ issues (Miles, 2014). Our
global obsession with progress and capitalism, a political issue, aﬀects the climate - ‘eﬃciency is only eﬃcient from a particular standpoint’ (Morton, 2018). Our demand for more
introduces ‘scalability [which] is not an ordinary feature of nature’ (Tsing, 2015). Vast fields
of mono crops and singular fish farms are not natural, and end up disastrous. ‘The only
way to create scalability is to repress change and encounter’; to repress and resist nature,
which is naturally diverse and constantly changing.
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Scalability also suggests that we are separate. This ‘alienation is [a] form of disentanglement that allows the making of capitalist assets’ (Tsing, 2015). However, ‘we are mixed up
with other species; we cannot live without them’ (Tsing, 2017). Symbiosis, the interaction
between two organisms ‘is essential to life on earth’. We are not truly ourselves; we have
more bacteria cells than human in our body, which influence us - ‘gut bacteria has significant impacts on […] how we think and feel’. Nothing is pure; everything is interconnected.
When ‘industrial campaigns exterminate impurities, [they] undermine the co-ordinations
that make life possible. Plantations grow monocultures […] that deny the intimacies of
companion species’. These mono crops repeatedly lead to virulent pathogens and toxins.
Our desire for a ‘godly purity’ is not only impossible, but violently destructive.
This interconnectedness explains that ‘away’ doesn’t exist - ‘I cant suppress my thoughts
without them popping up […] [in a] nightmare. I cant get rid of nuclear waste just by hiding it in some mountain’ (Morton, 2018). The idea that ‘things become stand-alone objects, to be used or exchanged’, suggests workers and produce become replaceable
commodities (Tsing, 2015). ‘The world is not composed of gears and cogs but of multifaceted, multi-species relations and pulses’ (Tsing, 2017). This idea of a machine, things
as assets, is very dangerous. It suggests that each thing has only one function. However,
‘there is no top access mode […] nothing can be accessed all at once in its entirety’ (Morton, 2018). We can never truly exhaust anything of its functions; only our viewpoint of how
to use it. We can no longer look at things from a singular, human perspective - ‘now we
know that ecological awareness means thinking and acting ethically and politically on a
lot of scales’. This dedication to the linear; to single perspectives expands to our concept
of time. Both Morton and Tsing, two theorists heavily credited here, remind us ‘everything
has its own time, its own temporality’ (Morton, 2018) - ‘our metronomic synchronicity is
not the only time that matters’ (Tsing, 2017). Nature is multidirectional and indeterminate;
multiple timelines run simultaneously. This diversity and creativity creates variety, which
allows nature to survive obstacles and diseases. This diversity is the enemy of scalability;
they cannot exist simultaneously. We need to look around instead of always ahead. It is
not just humans who create worlds.
‘We like to […] place blame […] on big companies […] or politicians […] but that is oversimplified. Corporations and elected oﬃcials exist because people crave their products or
prefer their platforms.’
- Timothy Morton (2018)
Moving toward environmentalism takes a shift in mindsets and in actions. ‘We have to invent not only the future, but also the new mindset needed to invent the future. It is a
mindset with fewer boundaries, both geographic and temporal’ (Lippard et al., 2007). We
need to learn to look at our world more closely, with curiosity, as ‘we can’t shelter anything we don’t notice’ (Tsing, 2017). We must develop a ‘practice of reading landscapes
as it is walked, a deep love of the earth and its creatures, and, perhaps above all, the desire to find magic, to enchant or re-enchant the world’. To stop the mindset of throw it
away, buy new, we must ‘stop seeing trees, or rivers, or hills, only as ‘natural
resources’ [and] class them as fellow beings - kinfolk’. This change is possible - ‘you are
already being ecological every time you interact with a non-human being for no particular
reason’ (Morton, 2018).
Displaying scenes of beauty appears to be of paramount importance in the moving images discussed above. Beauty is a tremendous persuader - ‘if a message is associated
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with […] an attractive source, it is accepted’ (Petty and Cacioppo, 1996). However, Beauty as a concept can have a much deeper and profound connection to video, and activism.
‘Beauty is radically diﬀerent to routine’ (Miles, 2014) - the feeling of being aﬀected by
beauty pushes us from our thinking mind, allowing new ideas and perspectives to creep
in. Immanuel Kant ‘described beauty as a feeling of ungraspability. This is why the beauty
experience is beyond concept’ (Morton, 2018). It is the closest thing to experiencing the
whole of something - instead of observing, ‘[the experience of beauty is the] mind melding with a nonhuman being’. Aesthetics and beauty are as much ‘about human feeling itself […] as its objects’ - the ‘counter term, anaesthesia (absence of feeling)’ aﬃrms this.
Ecological theorists express the importance of art as ‘reading a poem introduces some
wiggle room between ideas and ways of having them. Propaganda closes this space
down’ (Morton, 2018). This highlights the idea that ‘what matters isn’t exactly what you
think, it's how you think’ - being an active viewer. We’ve discovered through my analysis
that the best films hold your attention with beauty and honesty - ‘to communicate any
message, art needs first to engage the viewer […by] evocation and integrity’. Moving images themselves cannot save the planet; but they can influence behaviour - ‘art interrupts
and exposes contradictions […] this dialectical function validates arts response to climate
change’. It is important to keep climate art in museums and galleries, as ‘the arts reflect
and inflect a society’s shared values (its culture)’. To create mass change, mass amount of
people need to engage - video art is perfect in this way, as it ‘brings ecological issues to
a wider public than that reached by scientific data’ (Miles, 2014). The important aspect of
art versus propaganda is that ‘the work of art is completed in interpretation, commentary,
and criticism’ (Cutts et al., 1987). The viewer is of equal importance as the maker in creating meaning, as art is subjective, flexible and ever transforming. This idea of Deconstruction theory is very important - the reader completes the art work, making the viewer active. Multiple perspectives maybe possible simultaneously - ‘illusion consists in the conviction that there is only one way to interpret the visual pattern in front of us. We are blind
to other possible configurations’ (Barry, 1997). If art can allow us to interpret it in various
ways, we are no longer blind to alternatives. This creative thinking in mass may trigger
new, innovative environmentalism. However, just because something is labelled as art
doesn’t mean it isn’t propaganda - ‘art movements which took a political stance [weren't]
always progressive: the Italian futurists, for instance, saw war as a necessary and desirable social cleansing’ (Miles, 2014).
When moving image, beauty, mass appeal and environmentalism combine, the output is
often nature documentaries. Studies show these are eﬀective - ‘many people working in
conservation report that watching documentaries (especially those of David Attenborough) as a child was a key source of inspiration for their career choice’ (Fishwick, 2016).
However, this only captures a certain, already interested, audience - ‘those who choose
to watch such films tend to have pre‐existing interest’ (Holbert et al., 2003). An alternative
to showing beauty is to show catastrophe. However, ‘images of catastrophe are hypnotic
and produce adrenaline in the brain, […] an addictive substance’ (Miles, 2014), which explains the success of the disaster movie genre. The camera creates distance between
content and audience. Our body doesn’t know the diﬀerence between film and reality this adrenaline rush occurs as we genuinely feel fear - ‘whether actually present [or] recalled from memory, the eﬀect is the same’ (Damasio, 2003). However, although ‘fear and
guilt are often used to engage viewers, the importance of hope should not be overlooked’
(Howell, 2011). This is how adverts work, tricking our nervous system that we are in the
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adverts, giving us the feeling of warmth and belonging which we then associate with that
brand. Is there a way to use this power ethically, for good?
Throughout these chapters, patterns and similarities have emerged. Extreme long shots
and photogenic principles can demonstrate the power and force of nature, to gain the
viewer’s respect. Close ups and interviews connect us to each other and to nature, blurring the boundaries. Colour and lighting is essential to creating beautiful spectacles that
remove the audiences defences, allowing them to consider diﬀerent points of view. Beauty is integral in reminding people of stillness and the experience of connecting to nature,
as it cannot be scaled or measured. It is important that these shots remain authentic; excess colour grading in post production, or staging, will lessen the impact and create a
spectacle of image rather than reality. Once the audience has respect for, and feels connected to nature, curiosity can be encouraged through reflective techniques - long durations, repeated shots, abstracted images, and other methods that allow reflection. Like
beauty, the emotional aspect of story telling is the opposite of scalability. The connection
between the storyteller and the viewer cannot be separated or become a commodified
asset. There is no reason why these stories cannot be told in a way other than language.
The idea of interconnectedness, first presented on screen, must be pushed further to
break the distance between the audience and the content. Interactive sections, or possibilities, will encourage a curious and active stance. These films must open up thoughts,
ideas and discussions - creating space for ideas to manifest, allowing audience members
to communicate with each-other, the artwork and the world.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION
‘The world is teeming. Anything could happen.’

- John Cage (1961)

The moving image has never been so versatile. Its flexibility, and ability to access wide
audiences who aren’t present make it a vital tool for activism. ‘The logic and language of
visual communication derives from subconscious perceptual patterns, which is why visual
art can speak so clearly to our emotions and instincts’ (Barry, 1997). The moving image
has an enchantment, an ability to absorb viewers under it’s spell - we can loose ourselves
in cinema; be transported to anywhere; see things from perspectives impossible to humans; and hear things we may never hear in reality. ‘In watching a film we are lifted out of
ourselves as we become the camera […] we lose a sense of our physical limitations and
enter a world where time, space, and the possibilities of occurrence become very flexible’
(Barry, 1997). Through my analyse, I found patterns from which cinematic techniques
have emerged that could be used for the next generation of environmental activism. This
research is of paramount importance, and needs to be furthered - I have only scratched
the surface of moving image possibilities. I have omitted vast stretches of cinematic history and activism which ache to be analysed; their innovative, incredible techniques and
ideas repeated for the greater good. My research provides a starting point, a step forward
to the great possibilities of contemporary video art, and it’s potential to change our collective mind from one of fear of running out, to joy of the abundance of our natural world.
If we can create moving images that show various viewpoints simultaneously, and without
bias, we can create ‘a higher, multidimensional logic and wider perceptual view, [which] is
necessary to begin to the understand the world’ (Barry, 1997). I do not wish to replicate
the natural world in video; it would pale in comparison - indeed, the ‘map is not the territory’ (Korzybski, 1993). These videos must compel viewers to go out in nature, to look curiously and investigate the world in depth. In order for viewers to save the planet, they
must learn to love, not fear it.
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